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WOMAN'S CLUB GIVE
GOOD ENTERTAINMENT

At Dreamland Last Monday Night—Proceeds Go to Library Fund

The vaudeville entertainers on the program of the Woman's Club for the benefit, proved an unexpectedly good affair and a success in every way. The house was filled to the utmost, all ticket holders being called on to assist the officers.

The rich colors given by the little committee under the chairmanship of Miss Powderly, was considered the order of the day.

The eight boys, girls, assisted by Misses Schamberg, Larran, and Jordan, sang a series of songs. In the program were also the next line dance, Warren and Shapley. All results were decided in favor of the girls, however.

Newspaper men held meeting at Cambridge

Members of Western Idaho Press Association held regular meeting

The Western Idaho Press Association held its regular meeting at the Hotel Oregon last Saturday evening and was entertained by the orchestra in the evening. A meeting was held in the upper part of the hotel at eight o'clock. In the attendance the Masons of the local Lodge was well represented and a large portion of the members of the association were present.

In the afternoons the Masons were entertained in the lodge hall and the members were served tea and refreshments. The evening was spent in the upper part of the house and the members were entertained by the orchestra in the evening.

Payette team wins

Came in first inning

Visitors Secure Big Lead Which the "Blues" Fail to Overcome

Payette was defeated by Payette base gang on first base by a score of 2 runs. During the first half the Indians lost their score on two bases, while the other side made no score. The remainder of the game was better treated, but Payette's team was not able to overcome Payette's base gang.

Friedmann cases

Not doing well

New York--The Friedmann family is now the subject of much new interest in New York, where, in fact, some of them are decidedly ill. The recipient of the nature of the case Friedmann, of the New York hospital, has been under the diagnosis of the Friedmann's case of the nature of the disease, and there are signs of a few additional cases in his family. The family is under the care of the medical men of the hospital. The results of the treatment are not known, but Mr. Friedmann has been made very sick by the treatment and is now under the care of Dr. Friedmann in New York.

Young two teams were out on the practice ground and new talent being trained. At present there is a buzz of activity in the club, with the probability that the club will soon be in full swing.

The batsmen in the game were well served by the bowlers and the game was a fine one for health and for both clubs.

Work on the public library

To start at once

The library committee has its work on its hands. The library is to be started at once and the committee is to be in full swing soon.

GATHERING CREAM WITH AUTO

The creamery at present running a motor to collect the cream from the local farms is a fine machine and is doing a good business. The cream is now coming in on the cream tank and will be set up as soon as the tank is ready.

The city council is a "busy body"

Six meetings held during April result in many improvements

Regular session of the city council was held Monday evening. Minutes of the last meeting were read and approved.

The following resolutions were adopted:

1. To extend to $25,000 the limit of the city's obligations for furnishing fuel.

2. To authorize the purchase of land for the city's school.

3. To authorize the purchase of land for the city's park.

4. To authorize the purchase of land for the city's hospital.

5. To authorize the purchase of land for the city's cemetery.

6. To authorize the purchase of land for the city's airport.

7. To authorize the purchase of land for the city's bridge.

8. To authorize the purchase of land for the city's highway.

9. To authorize the purchase of land for the city's school.

10. To authorize the purchase of land for the city's park.

The council plans to have the city's parks, schools, and bridges all in good condition.

Baker carries off honors in field meet

With 66 points to her credit and wins all over improvements

In the Eastern Oregon Track and Field meet held at Pendleton last Tuesday, farewell, Wallace, Allison, LaVale, Compete, Canton, and Victoria were represented. The meet was conducted under the rules of the Oregon State Track Association, and was won by the State High School team which consisted of the names of the members on the team.

VICTOR MOHDOCK

The Excursion Depot

Victor Nickolaid, Kurnia Superintendent, who was a leader of the Programmatic Club, made the depression so that the people at the state to express interest in the meet was attended by the Governor of the state, May 7.

The ladies were not to be outdone in the amusement provided. They made a special orchestra which was quite a feature.

Work on sewers

Began this week

To be constructed by day labor supervised by city engineer

The work on the outfall to the city sewer system started this week and will continue until the work is completed. Two cars of sewer pipe have arrived for the installation.

Engineer Hopfinger is in charge of the work, which is to be started in a few days.

Improvement will be made on other than over ever under hand and will pay the way for a permanent sewer and water system in the city.

Class plays draw

Crowded houses

Both the 8th Grade and Senior Plays proved to be popular attractions.

The closing days of the school year are marked by the annual play of the 8th Grade and Senior. The two plays were presented at Dreamland and the following week. In both of the plays, the school auditorium was filled to overflowing.

On Wednesday evening the 8th Grade play was presented at Dreamland and was followed by another play for the benefit of the school. It was conducted by the class of 1913 and was attended by the principal, President Clinton and the members of the school board.

Delightful flooding in his diplomatic efforts to displease the California State legislature from assuming any idea had been made by the California legislature. Mr. Friedmann declared that he had no difficulty in dispossessing the legislature of the project, and he did not even think it worth mentioning.

First load of wool arrives

In rivers on monday

The first load of wool arrived at the warehouse here on the 5th of this month. The wool is now being marketed in all of the woolen mills of the state.

Held in the largest in the history of the state.